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A FEMINIST VIEWPOINT 
KATHERINE HEGARTY By JoAnne Dauphinee
The shooting of Katherine Hegarty by three “peace” officers was a shocking result 
to a misguided police adventure. But, it was not the only result. Fear and suspicion of all 
police officers has increased among women I know. We are angry that those with power 
- on many fronts - choose to promote violence, and angry that the deadly violence is 
so often directed at women to no consequence. We are angry and not a little cynical about 
the officers stories and the System that will deal with them. Our outrage and cynicism 
given voice over this murder, is actually bom from our wider experience with the 
trivializing of the harassment, battering, rape, and killing of women our society tolerates 
so easily. I’m beginning to see why the movie “Thelma and Louise” scared so many men. 
My first reaction to news of what they’d done to Katherine Hegarty - right after that 
familiar sinking feeling - was to gather up a few independent-minded women, circle the 
station, and blow them away. It is so easy for violence to breed violence.
There are many things we might choose to learn from this, and many roads we could 
take in our impossible efforts to set things right again. Some things are abundantly clear. 
Just as the beating of Rodney King in L. A. was typical - not unusual - so too, in Maine 
and throughout the U. S., violence has become commonplace. The U. S. is the most violent 
of all countries not at war. In the U.S., violence and disregard for people’s pain is often 
portrayed as an acceptable - even desirable - “solution” by leaders in everything from 
the highest government offices, to business, to sports, to TV, movies and cartoons. From 
the infamous “Make my day” and “Read my lips” kind of posturing, to the serial-killer- 
of-the-month sensationalism of fact and fiction, we are saturated with violent words and 
images and actual violence.
Jack Hegarty has been quoted as saying “If there had been a man in that cabin, there 
never would have been a shooting.” He is not alone in believing that the fact the officers 
were going against a woman played a major role in the officers actions. In the U.S., 
harassment and violence against women is practically the national pastime. And, I would 
add, the kind of woman she was - independent, highly-skilled, fun-loving, intelligent, 
outspoken - is exactly the kind of women men most fear and fantasize about “putting in 
their place”. Passive, more accommodating women can take no comfort here however. 
Just being female in the U.S. puts us in considerable danger. The U.S. has the highest 
incidence of rape of all Western nations, and a recent study of middle school students 
revealed one-fourth of boys and one-sixth of girls said it was acceptable for a man to force 
a woman to have sex if he had spent money on her. An estimated third of all homeless 
women are fleeing domestic violence. A 1988 survey of U.S. companies found 90% had 
received complaints of sexual harassment and more than one-third had been sued by 
complainants.The rate of homicides and assaults is three to four times greater in the U.S. than Europe. By the time a child is 18, she or 
he will have watched some 40,000 murders and 250,000 acts of violence on TV. One in 8 Hollywood movies shows a woman being raped. 
And violence tends to be imitated. For example, police reports show that after the Super Bowl there are more complaints by battered 
women. Some feminists’ attempts to link pom and violence has not been conclusive, but has strengthened the evidence that violent 
imagery breeds real violence.
Still, cold statistics do not begin to reveal all the ways women have devised to try to numb ourselves against the onslaught. It takes 
many tricks of the mind to live in the same wilderness, the same camping areas, the same neighborhoods, and sometimes the same houses 
with those we have reluctantly learned to mistrust. The courage it takes to just go to work in a country where being a sexual harasser is 
no impediment to a judgeship. Or, to be a community activist in a country where only 0.03% of rapes result in prison terms. (Less, if the 
rapist is from a prominent political family.) I’m scared for the young women and men who witness our hypocrisy toward women. It’s a 
dangerous, sometimes deadly deception.
We can only speculate why Katherine Hegarty refused to open her door at 12:30 AM to several men claiming to want to interview 
her about burglaries in the area. It was more than reasonable for her to question who was there and what their intentions were. In fact, 
they admit lying about their intentions. It was more than reasonable for her to mistrust those intentions, having fired her gun earlier and 
having had previous negative dealings with two of the officers. Many Somerset county residents, I’m told, are fearful of current police 
practices which have come more often to include midnight raids and SWAT team tactics. Katherine Hegarty was among those concerned 
about police excesses.
When officers arrived, Katherine Hegarty was asleep. Ten minutes later she was dead. If the System says these officers acted 
responsibly, then the System sucks. The System works for those in power - white guys, rich guys, even big fish in small Dennistown 
ponds. It works for Clarence but not Anita, for three straight boys in Bangor but not a gay Charlie Howard, for L. A. cops but not Rodney 
King. And not for Katherine Hegarty.
We applaud the courage and determination of Jack Hegarty, Gail Edwards, Linda Smithers and others who continue to insist that 
we recognize the danger and outrage of such monstrous events having too little consequence. Join the efforts of the “Remember Kathy 
Hegarty Committee”. We encourage women and men who value and respect women as human beings to find a way to join these efforts. 
We encourage women to take the power and live out your dreams. We encourage women to stand by each other. If we want peace we 
must work for justice. Justice for ALL people will only come when women and men who care ARE the system. Get involved.Lend a hand 
to some positive community effort. There is a bit of Dirty Harry in all of us, but, if you are a person prone to act out violence against others, 
seek help. Poet Anne Herbert advises, “Practice random kindness and senseless acts of beauty.” Take a good long look at how women 
are treated. Better yet, stand by the women you know who work to expand the circles of justice and equality. Don’t turn your head. Be 
a witness to injustice. Find your voice. In the ‘60s we used to say, “If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem.” I still 
believe it.
(This appeared as a letter-to-the-editor in the Bangor Daily News. JoAnne is in contact with the committee working for justice and reform. 
Remember Kathy Committee contact: Linda Smithers 696-0894)
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UPDATE
The Supreme Court, by a 7-2 vote on June 29 upheld the authority 
of all states to severely restrict the right to choose abortion. 
Though the Court ruled by a thin 5-4 margin, that women can still 
choose abortion, the restrictions authorized by the Court - 
mandatory waiting periods, parental consent, and biased counsel­
ing - will in fact prevent millions from being able to exercise that 
right especially young, low-income, rural, or battered women.
Now, more than ever, we must focus on national and state 
elections.
WHY?
*The Freedom of Choice Act, even if passed in Con­
gress, will be vetoed by Bush. Until he is defeated OR until there 
are enough pro-choice lawmakers to override his veto, the FCA 
cannot become the law of the land.
*The next president and U.S. Senate will choose who 
replaces 83 year old Justice Blackman, author of Roe, on the 
Supreme Court We may lose the crucial one vote that keeps 
abortion legal.
♦The recent Supreme Court decision invites state legis­
latures to enact similar or even more restrictive laws to obstruct 
abortion access. All candidates must declare their position on 
Choice questions including funding and parental consent.
Dauphinee Does It Again
Well, she’s done it again! A mag­
nificent job! Yes, JoAnne Dauphinee 
feminist political analyst extraordinaire 
has logged in many, many, many hours to 
bring us the Maine Legislative Candidate 
Analysis and Maine NOW PAC Candi­
date Analysis and Endorsements included 
in this issue of the MNT. This is the 7th 
candidate analysis produced by Maine 
NOW with JoAnne at the helm. Many 
individuals and organizations in Maine 
depend on this work to help them make 
decisions on voting, endorsements, and 
legislative strategy.
JoAnne (with bits and pieces of help 
from various board members) created the 
survey, sifted through responses, made/ 
returned phone calls, tallied legislative 
records, decided what to include and (oh, 
dear) what not to include, and organized 
it all so the board could make final en­
dorsement decisions. With the help of 
her good friend Harry Gordon, a com­
puter wizard, the data was entered. Harry 
also did the layout and design, a monu­
mental task, and extremely well done. 
Thanks Harry, you preserved all of our 
sanity. Our sincerest appreciation.
As you can see, this is a big job. 
Whew! You can imagine how proud 
we are of JoAnne and how grateful we 
are for all of her time, knowledge, 
persistence, and dedication. Thanks 
again and again! Now, take a break Jo!
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The Mitchell-Cranston version of the FCA makes explicit that the 
Act does NOT DreemDt a state’s right to decline to fund abortion
or to reauire parental involvement in a minor’s abortion decision.
Continue to tell Senator Mitchell why lack of funding and parental 
consent are dangerous obstructions. 176 Russell Office Bldg. 
Washington, D.C. 20510.
The Maine Choice Coalition, of which Maine NOW is a member, 
is supporting “An Act To Preserve a Woman’s Right to 
Privacy”. This bill would repeal the 48 hour waiting period 
currently under court injunction in Maine and would continue the 
current state policy NOT to limit a woman’s access to abortion 
except after viability at which time it is allowed only if the 
mother’s life is in danger. Maine’s law requiring adult involve­
ment in a minor ’ s decision would not change. The Legislature may 
hear this bill in a Fall Special Session or in the January 1993 
Regular Session. HELP PASS THIS BILL - call Chris Rusnov 
873-0878.
Additionally, Maine NOW has begun a campaign of nonviolent 
civil disobedience to demonstrate our determination to protect the 
right of ALL women to legal and safe abortion and birth control. 
We are holding CD trainings throughout the state. Contact Merrie 
Allen 874-2899 or Lib Jameson 799-8744 for information.
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Gay and Lesbian Teachers 
Interview Project
As a teacher educator at the Univer­
sity of Southern Maine, and as the parent 
of a lesbian who is currently studying to 
be a teacher, I am acutely aware of the 
damaging effects of homophobia in our 
public schools, especially on teachers 
and counselors who are not free to be 
themselves or to act as mentors for their 
gay and lesbian students. By giving voice 
to the concerns of gay and lesbian edu­
cators, I hope to lead administrators, 
teachers, parents, and the wider public 
to begin confronting the effects of 
homophobia, not only on gay, lesbian 
and bisexual students and teachers but 
on society as a whole.
If you are a gay, lesbian or bisexual 
teacher or counselor (K-12) in a public 
or private school and would be willing 
to be interviewed, I would be very grate­
ful for your help. All references and 
attributions in whatever I write will be 
completely anonymous, and I will gladly 
take any other steps you wish to insure 
confidentiality.
If you would be willing to be inter­
viewed in person, on the phone or to 
respond in writing to a brief question­
naire, write or call Rita Kissen, Dept, of 
Professional Education, 222B Bailey 
Hall, USM, Gorham, ME 04038, (207) 
766-5158(h) or 780-5376(w)
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Listen to Women for a Change 
-On Leadership-
"We've got to make sure that pro-choice 
legislation will not be blocked (by leaders). 
Last year we had to go begging to the 
governor and I didn't like the feeling. " 
NOW member, Rep. Anne Larrivee, Democrat of Gorham, on 
why Democratic women are seeking legislative leadership 
positions. From the Maine Sunday Telegram 7-19-92
o
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The number of women in the Maine legislature 
reached 61 at the start of the 115th, almost 
33% of the total (186). It’s been a long slow 
climb from 1923 when the first woman was 
elected to the House. Getting through that glass 
ceiling to leadership is even more difficult.
Currently, all five House leadership posts 
are held by men, as are three of five Senate 
posts. Half the leaders are considered anti­
choice, and two others are unwilling to lead on 
choice. No woman has ever served as Governor, Senate 
President, House Speaker, or as a Constitutional Officer. In 
the history of the Maine Legislature only nine women have 
ever served in leadership. It is time for some change.
NOW member, Rep. Sue Farnsworth, a two-term 
Democrat from Hallowell and a recognized leader among 
progressive legislators, will seek the House Majority 
Leader’s post. She is likely to face NOW-endorsed Rep. 
Dan Gwadosky making his try for a third term as leader.
Women Make A Difference
In 1992, 54% of all U.S. registered voters are women. 
Since 1986 , women’s votes were the deciding factor in 14 
senatorial races, four gubernatorial races and countless 
local elections. But we have a long road ahead. There are 535 
members of the U.S. Congress. 31 are women (29 in the 
House, 2 in the Senate). Women are outnumbered 17 to 1.
The good news is, as of late June, 18 women are running 
for the U.S. Senate, 148 for the House, and 6 for Governor. 
The bad news is, at our present rate of growth, it will take 
another 341 years to reach equity.
Once in office, women are more likely than men to have 
progressive, feminist views within the same party, and in 
the same self-identified position on the ideological spectrum 
(i.e., liberal, conservative). 75% of women in office support 
women’s rights. And, according to a survey of state legislators 
by The Center for the American Woman in Politics:
A 59% of women, but only 36% of men, worked to pass 
a woman’s bill in the previous session.
A 51% of women, but only 37% of men gave top priority 
to women’s distinctive concerns.
A 60% of all lawmakers surveyed said having more 
women lawmakers had changed spending priorities.
A 74% of male legislators said having women in the 
legislature had made them more aware of how issues affect 
women.
by JoAnne Dauphinee
The position of Majority Whip is open this session, 
since Joe Mayo decided to switch gears and challenge 
Assistant House Clerk, Deborah Bedard Wood for Clerk of 
the House. There is a 4-way race shaping up for Whip. Two 
MNP-endorsed candidates, Rep. Annette Hoglund of 
Portland and Rep. Ruth Joseph of Waterville are among 
those going for Whip. Both men seeking the post, Pat 
Paradis and Richard Gould, are anti-choice.
Challengers to anti-choice John Martin 
have also emerged. MNP-endorsed 3-term 
Rep. Marge Kilkelly is among those seeking 
the gavel. It is considered a long-shot to 
unseat Martin, now in his 18th term as 
Speaker, but in politics nothing is certain.
On the Senate side, NOW member 
Senate Majority Leader Nancy Randall 
Clark will seek another leadership term. 
The Freeport Democrat is one of two women
already holding one of the ten leadership posts. The other 
is Assistant Minority Leader Pam Cahill. The tirelessly 
pro-choice Republican may challenge anti-choice Minority 
Leader Webster for that top spot in the 116th, or he may 
step aside to avoid a showdown.
In other leadership news, MNP-endorsed Joe 
Brannigan will attempt to unseat anti-choice, anti-lesbian./ 
gay rights Senate President Charlie Pray. We wish all our 
progressives the best!
Leading Women
These women have served as Majority or Minority Leader, 
or Assistant
HOUSE SENATE
Elizabeth Moffatt R 1945 
Lucia Cormier D 1959 
Mary Najarian D 1975 
Libby Mitchell D 1979-84 
Mary Clark Webster R 1989
Minnette Cummings R 1975 
Barbara Gill R 1983-86 
Nancy Randall Clark D 
1985-92
Pam Cahill R 1989-92
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NOW Members Seek Office
The following NOW members seek election or re-election.
Can you help?
Maine Senate
Dist Name Area Phone
04 Diana White Farmington 778-3843
18 Dale McCormick Monmouth 933-9345
26 Nancy Randall Clark Freeport 865-3363
Maine House
22 Lois Galgay Reckitt S Portland 799-8744
38 Deborah Shaw Rice Cumberland 829-3994
42 Charleen Rydell Brunswick 725-5803
43 Sophia Douglass Pfeiffer Brunswick 729-7502
63 Sue Dore Auburn 784-3100
91 Susan Farnsworth Hallowell 626-0330
92 Sharon Treat Gardiner 582-6702
129 Maty Cathcart Orono 866-3054
Unopposed
H25 Anne Rand Portland 772-7704
H36 Anne Larrivee Gorham 839-4707
H119 Hugh Morrison Bangor 942-4137
Primary Notes
MNP endorsed 32 Senate & House June primary 
candidates. In the Senate 5 of the 6 won. The 6th, Ave 
Marie Dover of Newport S9, is carrying on a write-in 
campaign, as is Danielle Yates of H66 in Lewiston. 
Please Note: Write-in candidates are not included in the 
analysis. We also did well in the House. We have endorsed 
24 general election candidates in these 32 races.
The Maine Difference
The State of Maine boasts 60 women in our House and 
Senate(There were 61, but one resigned during the session.) 
That’s over 32% of the total, 2nd only to Arizona. As of 
1991, women held about 18% of elected statewide and 
state legislative offices in the U.S., with men outnumbering 
women more than 4 to 1.
As of August 1, there were 284 candidates for the 
Maine House, and 71 candidates for the Maine Senate. This 
is likely to change somewhat as the parties fill some slots 
of candidates recently withdrawn. Of the 355 current 
candidates, 86 are women. Since there are eight races in 
which two of the candidates are women, we can only 
increase our ranks a maximum of 18 over the current 60 
who serve (unless there are write-in successes).
In The Senate
• 17 Women running in 16 districts
• 11 Women are Democrats, 6 Republican
• MNP endorsed 8 women (47% of all women) and
supported 3
• MNP endorsed 14 men (26% of all men))
In The House
• 69 Women in 62 races
• 46 Women are Democrats, 21 are Republican,
1 Independent, and 1 Libertarian
• 7 Races have 2 women running­
women could win a maximum 55 seats
• MNP endorsed 31 women (45 %)
• MNP endorsed 34 men (15.8%)& supported 4
Support Your Local Feminist
Let me count the ways. Many candidates for the 
Maine House and Senate need and deserve our support 
Just volunteering two hours of time to a campaign can 
often be a big help. Here are some ideas!
A Send money...
A SUSTAINER PROGRAM - Receive a monthly 
newsletter, Jo's JAM, and help the candidates! Just send 
a monthly donation ($5/mo. minimum) by check or Visa 
or Mastercard to: Maine NOW-PAC, 87 Sunset Strip, 
Brewer 04412. Be sure to include your Visa/MC number 
and expiration date if donating by card. Please designate 
whether donations go to Maine NOW PAC, Maine NOW, or 
both.
A ONE-TIME DONATION of any size also 
gratefully accepted! Please send to MNP, or directly to 
your favorite candidates. (Tell 'em NOW sent ya.)
A TIME AND TALENTS - NOW chapters and/or 
MNP candidates need your time and talents. Here are 
some of the most common requests from candidates:
A Identify progressives in their district (you & 
your friends?).
A Recruit volunteers.
A Distribute fliers/literature.
A Help with mailings.
A Telephone voters.
A Organize or help with fund-raisers - dance, food 
or garage sale, raffle, sports event, auction...
A Help with candidate visibilty (i.e. host a coffee, 
let candidate know of events at which s/he might want to 
be seen.)
A Make &/or distribute signs.
A Provide transportation for voters, volunteers, &/ 
or candidate.
A Assist with campaign strategy.
A Computer skills, artwork skills, accounting/ 
financial skills, issue expertise, & so on.
Women on the Rise
Women won the right to vote in the U.S. on 
August 26, 1920. In 1923, Maine elected a woman 
to our legislature. By 1963, we had 10 women 
serving. Maine NOW and Maine NOW PAC have 
been trying to speed things up since the 1970s. 
Though I’ve predicted one less woman lawmaker 
for 1993, don’t feel too bad. We have had over 18% 
(the current National average) since 1979!
SESSION SENATE HOUSE
W M %W W M %W
116*993-4 12 23 34% 47 104 31%
115 1991-2 12 23 34% 48 103 32%
114 1989-9010 25 28,5% 47 104 31%
113 1987-9 10 25 28.5% 43 108 28.5%
112 1985-6 9 26 26% 35 116 23%
111 1983-4 6 27 18% 35 116 23%
110 1981-2 6 27 18% 36 115 24%
109 1979-80 4 29 12% 30 121 20%
108 1977-8 2 31 6% 27 124 18%
* Prediction
• 5 Senate & 2 House Women are also endorsed by
NOW’S National Equality PAC
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Candidates to Watch and Support
Senate Tidbits
The Maine Senate has 35 seats. In the 1991-2 
session, the 115th, there were 21 D’s and 14 R’s. For 
the 116th MNP has endorsed or supported 25 Senate 
candidates. Three are NOW members, in districts 4, 
18, & 26. There are many races of interest to 
progressives, but space limits us. First-mentioned 
candidates below are endorsed or supported by 
MNP in the November 3rd election.
SI Judy Paradis D, is challenging D-tumed-R 
anti-choice, anti-L/G rights Ray Theriault .The St. 
John Valley has many D’s and Judy’s an energetic 
campaigner, but how many will cross over for 
Theriault?
53 Harold Dickinson D, could upset incumbent 
Ludwig in this Houlton-Mars Hill area. It would be 
a sweet victory.
54 NOW member Diana White D, of Farmington, 
came within 800 votes, of nearly 15,000 cast in ’90, 
of defeating incumbent Webster. Minority Leader 
Webster & the Gang of 13 blocked progressives on 
many issues in the 115th.
S7 Down East Sen Harry Vose D, is facing a tough 
challenge from Calais Mayor Cassidy. Hang in there 
Harry!
Sil Orono D, John O’Dea is likely to move over 
from the House to fill Bost’s old seat.
SI8 NOW member Dale McCormick D, has earned 
the well-deserved respect of colleagues, media, and 
the public, in her role as Senator. Gardiner- 
Winthrop area.
SI 9 Bev Bustin should have no problem with this 
flashback rematch from 1982. This is the only 
woman v. woman Senate race.
520 Trina Wallace is in a 3-way race for this open 
seat in the Boothbay- Wiscasset area. Though 
popular R women have held this seat in recent 
years, Trina has a highly organized enthusiastic 
campaign & could win.
521 Rochelle Pingree is in a tough district too, 
but with incumbent Linda Brawn stepping aside, 
Chellie could snag this Camden-Rockland seat.
526 We can’t imagine the Senate without NOW 
member, Majority Leader Nancy Randall Clark!
527 Former House Member Merle Nelson, a manic 
campaigner, is in her 2nd try for what is now an 
open seat. It’s a 3-way race, with Rep Butland trying 
to hold it for the R’s.
S3 5 Mark Lawrence is trying to hold this open 
seat for the D’s, after Estes stepped aside. Prior to 
Estes this seat was held by an arch conservative R. 
Lawrence is working hard!
House Specials
The Maine House has 151 seats. D’s have a 97-54 
majority. As of 8/1/92 there were 284 candidates, 
though that may well change as parties find 
replacements for late withdrawals. MNP has 
endorsed 65 (10 fewer than last election), and 
supports 4 others. Please look elsewhere in this 
Analysis for a full list of NOW members running 
and ways to help your favorite candidates win in 
November! Here are some races to watch, and help 
if you can!
22 NOW member Lois Galgay Reckitt, the only 
Independent woman in ’92 is in a 3-way race.
37 Carol Kontos vs “anti-everything Strout” in 
a rematch. It was close in ’90.
49 Progressive activist Rockie Graham is 
challenging 1-term incumbent Al Barth. This seat 
was held by a D in the 114th. Go R.G.!
59 This open seat, most recently held by a D for 3 
terms, but Charles Woodward faces the R who 
held this seat in the 112th & lost to the D in ’86 and 
’90. (Whew!)
77 Susan Papineau has a good chance to unseat 
1-termer Heino. Held by a D in 114.
84 Attention Appleton-Liberty-Hope area! It’s Jim 
Bowers’ 2nd try for this seat. It’s an open seat this 
time, and was held by D’s prior to the 115. With your 
help, a win!
92 NOW member Rep Sharon Treat faces a 
challenge from former R Rep Bott. This seat was 
held by R Jean Dellert for most of the ’80’s, until 
Sharon unseated her. GOTV - Get Out The VOTE!
100 Pam Hatch made a great run in’90 & the seat 
is open in ’92!
106 Louis Golob also made a great run in ’90 and 
this too is an open seat in ’92!
Ill Jennifer Hill also made a great run in ’90 
and she too has an open seat in ’92!
113 Pam Chase is in a 3-way race for an open seat 
in Hamden-Dixmont area.
115 Julie Winn is in a tough District, Herman- 
Glenbum-part of Bangor, but it’s an open seat and 
she’s impressive.
116 Jane Saxl beat the incumbent anti-L/G, anti­
choice D in the primáty to make this an open seat. 
See you in Augusta we hope!
123 Here we go again! Glenith Gray first squared 
off against this R in ’88. He won in a squeaker. She 
won in’90. GOTV in the Brooklin-Stonington area! 
136 Can John Gilmore upset arch -conservative 
Theone Look? This is his second effort. Jonesport- 
Beals area.
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How To Use The Guide
Ahead you will find the list, by district, of all candidates running for the Maine House and Senate. Following the 
candidate names are incumbency, endorsement status, and candidate positions on a variety of issues. Positions on issues 
were determined primarily by roll call votes, questionnaires, and (usually just for clarification) phone calls. Whenever 
possible, secondary sources were checked as well.
Included in the analysis are the endorsement procedures for MNP and Dirigo Alliance, since both groups' 
endorsements are listed with the candidate names in the Guide. Both MNP and Dirigo will continue to endorse as 
progressive candidates come to our attention, so this does not reflect the final list of either organization.
The Guide lists candidates by district. To help you find your candidates we have included an alphabetical list of 
towns followed by their Senate & House districts. We also provide explanations of each column and the symbols used.
The Maine Board of the National Organization for Women, and Maine NOW PAC, hopes readers find this to be a useful 
voting guide this November, and a useful lobbying and resource guide during the 116th Maine Legislature.
Though every effort has been made to avoid errors, we urge readers to call any errors they may find to the attention 
of JoAnne at 989-3306 or MNP, 87 Sunset Strip, Brewer 04412. Suggestions for the 1994 Guide are also welcome!
Now, learn about the candidates, and spread the word to your friends and neighbors to: GET OUT THE VOTE!
MNP Endorsement Process
Included in this analysis is an indication of each candidate’s endorsement status. MNP has two levels of support 
we offer to candidates. The level a candidate earns is based on the candidate’s positions on the issues.
For a formal endorsement, a candidate must support the Equal Rights Amendment, lesbian and 
gay rights, minority rights, and must be pro-choice. This has been true since before MNP first filed with the 
Secretary of State’s office in 1978. This is a minimum requirement and does not guarantee endorsement.
Only endorsement entitles the candidate to consideration for a monetary contribution, mailing labels for “NOW 
members & friends” in their district (or possibly statewide), and whatever other resources we are able to offer.
The second level of support is called (cleverly) support Even if a candidate does not meet the requirements of 
endorsement, we sometimes wish to make clear that the candidate is nevertheless greatly preferred over their election 
opponent. To earn MNP support a candidate usually supports at least three of the four bottom-line issues. We tend to 
reserve this category for “endorsement near misses”.
Once minimum requirements are met, our determinations for level and extent of support are based on many factors, 
such as: candidates positions on other issues, depth of commitment to feminist issues, leadership qualities, willingness 
to lead on tough issues, stature in the progressive community, campaign emphasis, district make-up, possibility of 
winning, dreadfulness of opponent, and so on.
Dirigo Alliance
Dirigo Alliance endorsements are also listed in our analysis. The Dirigo Alliance is a coalition of 13 progressive 
Maine organizations of which Maine NOW was a founding member. Candidates are sent a lengthy questionnaire and if they 
answer nearly all (or all) correctly, they are interviewed so members can get more in depth on issues. Interviewing 
members later make a recommendation to the full board. Any one group can block an endorsement, and a group may abstain 
as well. Rather than direct financial help, Dirigo recruits progressives to run, offers campaign advice, and, when possible, 
provides volunteers. For more information call 871-7793.
Citizen's Misguided Tour
Some readers may be familiar with “A Citizen’s Guide to the 115th Maine 
Legislature 1991-92” fourth edition, prepared by JohnWeiss for the Maine People’s 
Resource Center. It has been promoted in direct mail appeals, fliers, referred to in 
editorials of the KJ and Portland Press Herald. Most recently it has been advertised 
in the classified section of the Maine Progressive. However, unlike its predecessors, 
it is hopelessly full of errors.
Back in September of 1991, when I discovered so many errors drastically 
misrepresenting NOW and our MNP endorsements of 1990, I wrote to MPRC. No 
response. I corresponded two more times. No response. NOW Board member Beth 
Edmonds spoke with “George”, but still, nothing. Though I am not authorized to speak 
for other groups, NOW was not the only group misrepresented.
No one knows better than this writer how difficult it is to consolidate 
mountains of information on hundreds of people for presentation in a coherent, 
readable form, and without error. But, 1 promise you, when MNP is made aware of 
errors we do our best to correct them, and to minimize any damage. We must question 
the ethics of of any organization doing otherwise.
Therefore, it is with regret but clear conscience, that Maine NOW PAC urges 
our readers to disregard any and all references to NOW or MNP in “A 
Citizen’s Guide to the 115th Maine Legislature 1991-1992”. If you don’t 
own it, save yourself $17.
Correction Comer
See what I mean? 
Speaking of errors, there was 
a statement in the last MNT 
about MNP’s policy of 
candidate support that was 
incorrect. Unlike for formal 
endorsement, supported 
candidates need not support 
all four priority issues (they 
may, but it is not required). 
For a fuller explanation, see 
the MNP Endorsement 
Process, explained above.
Also, we apologize for 
ommiting D Jim Bowers 
endorsement in H84, while 
including the R primary 
endorsement. We regret any 
confusion this may have 
caused.
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Find Your Senate and House District
To find your Maine Senate and House district, find your town in this list. 
The first number is the Senate District; the second number is the House 
District. If there is more than one House District listed in your town, call
your town office to
Abbot..5... 104
Acton..25...9
Addison..7...126
Albion.. 13...85
Alexander.. 7... 138 
Alfred..25...9 
Allagash..2...151
assistance.
Carthage..8...54
Cary..3...14O
Casco..25...45
Castine..14...123
Castle Hill..2... 151
Caswell Pit. 1... 148
Centerville..7... 136
Aina .20...78 Chapman..2...151
Alton..6...128 Charleston..6...105
Amherst..12...128 Charlotte.7... 139
Amity.. 3... 140 Chelsea..19...91
Andover..8...53 Cherryfield..7...126
Anson..4... 103 Chester..5...134
Appleton..21 ...84 Chesterville..4...58
Argyle..6...132 China. 19... 85
Arrowsic..24...74 Clifton.. 11... 129
Arundel..34...8 Clinton.13...109
Ashland..2...151 Codyville Pit..3... 139
Athens.. 4... 103 Columbia..7... 136
Atkinson. .5.. .106 Columbia Falls..7... 136
Aubum.,22.. 59/61-63/70 Connor.1...148
Augusta. 19...88-90 Cooper. 7... 139
Aurora. 12. ..128 Coplin Pit..4...55
Avon..8...49 Corinna..9...107
Baileyville.. 7... 138 Corinth..6...114
Baldwin..25...47 Cornish. .25... 15
Bancroft..3...139 Com ville..9...101
Bangor..10...115-119 Cranberry Isle .12...124
Bar Harbor.. 12... 125 Crawford..7...139
Baring Pit .7.. .138 Criehaven..21...81
Barnard Plt..5...105 Crystal..3...140
Bath. .24..74/75 Cumberland..27...38/39
Beals.. 7... 136 Cushing..20...81
Beaver Cove. .5.. .104 Cutler..7.„137
Beddington..7...139 Cyr Pit..1... 148
Belfast.14...111 Dallas Pit..8...55
Belgrade. 17..58 Damariscotta. .20.. .78
Belmont.21...11O Danforth..3...139
Benedicta..3...134 Dayton..31...14
Benton.. 13.. .85 Deblois..7...139
Berwick.. 33. .5 Dedham..12...122
Bethel..8...49 Deer Isle..12...123
Biddeford. .34.. .12-14 Denmark.. 15...48
Bingham. 4... 103 Dennistown Pit.4... 103
Blaine..3...142 Dennysville..7...139
Blanchard..5...1O4 Detroit..9...108
Blue Hill..12...127 Dexter..9...107
Boothbay. .20...77 Dixfield..8..54
Boothbay Hrbr..20...77 Dixmont.9...113
Bowdoin..24...72 Dover-Foxcroft. .5... 106
Bowdoinham_.24...73/74 Dresden..20...74
Bowerbank..5...105 Drew Pit.3...133
Bradford..6...105 Durham..26...70
Bradley.. 11... 128 Dyer Brook..3... 140
Bremen..20...79 E Machias..7...136
Brewer..11...120-121 E Millinocket..5... 134
Bridge water.. 3... 142 E PH..3...142
Bridgton..15...46 Eagle Lake..2... 151
Brighton Pit..4... 103 East Holden .11. ..121
Bristol..20..79 Eastbrook..12...128
Brooklin..12...123 Easton.. 3... 144
Brooks.. 14...110 Eastport..7...137
Brooksville.. 12... 123 Eddington..11...129
Brownfield.. 15...48 Edgecomb..20...77
Brown ville..5. „105 Edinburg..6...132
Brunswick. .26. .42/43/70 Eliot .35...3
Buckfield.. 15... 51 Ellictsville..5... 104
Bucksport.. 14. ..122 Ellsworth.. 12... 127
Burlington..6...132 Embden..4...55
Burnham. 14... 109 Enfield..6..,132
Buxton..28...16 Etna..9...108
Byron..8...49 Eustis..4...55
Calais.. 7... 138 Exeter..6...114
Cambridge.9..104 Fairfield..13...99
Camden.,21 ...83 Falmouth..27...39
Canaan..9...101 Farmingdale. 18...93
Canton..8...57 Farmington.. 4... 56
Cape Elizabeth..32...21 Fayette.. 17...95
Caratunk..4...1O3 Fort Fairfield..3... 144
Caribou..2...146/147 Fort Kent.. 1... 150
Carmel..9...114 Frankfort. 14... 112
Carrabassett.4...55 Franklin.. 12... 126
Carroll PH..6...132 Freedom.. 14... 109
Freeport.26...41 
Frenchboro..12...124 
Frenchville..1...15O 
Friendship..20...80 
Fryeburg..15...48 
Gardiner..18...92 
Garfield Plt.3...151 
Gar1and..6...106 
Georgetown..24...76 
Gilead..8...49 
Glenburn..6...115 
Glenwood Pit.3...140 
Gorham..28...35/36 
Gouldsboro..12...125 
Grand Falls PLT..6...132 
Grand Isle..1...149 
Grand Lake Stream..3...139
Limington..25...15
Lincoln..6...133
Lincoln PIL.8...49
Lincolnville..21...110
Linneus..3...140
Lisbon.. 16...70/71
Litchfield.. 18... 93
Littleton..3...141
Livermore..16...59
Livermore Falls..17...58
Lovell..15...49
Lowell..6...132
Lubec..7...137
Ludlow..3... 140
Lyman..25...8
Machias..7...136
Machiasport..7...137
Macwahoc PIL.3...133
Madawaska. 1... 149
Madison..4...102
Madrid..4...55
Magalloway Ptt..8...49
Manchester..18..95
Mapleton..2... 143/147
Gray.. 27... 44 Mariaville..12...128
Great Pond..12...128 Mars Hill.3... 144
Greenbush.. 6... 132 Marshfield..7...137
Greene.. 16... 64 Masardis..3...151
Greenfield..11...128 Matinicus Island..21...81
Green ville..5...104 Mattawamkeag..3... 133
Greenwood..15...50 Maxfield..5...134
Guilford..5...106 Mechanic Falls..22...60
Hallowell.. 19...91 Meddybemps. .7... 138
Hamlin.. 1... 148 Medford.. 5... 105
Hammond.. 3... 140 Medway..5...134
Hampden..9...113 Mercer..4...102
Hancock..12...126 Merrill..3...140
Hanover..8...49 Mexico.8..52
Harmony..9... 104 Milbridge..7...126
Harpswell..24...76 Milford.. 11...128
Harrington..7....126 Millinocket..5... 135
Harrison..15...46 Milo..5...105
Hartford..15...52 Minot.16...60
Hartland.. 9... 101 Monhegan Pit..20...81
Haynesville..3...139 Monmouth..18...94
Hebron..15...51 Monroe..14...109
Hermon..9...115 Monson..5...104
Hersey..3...14O Monticello.. 3...142
Hibberts Gore..20...84 Montville..21...110
Highland Pit ..4...103 Moose River..4... 103
Hiram.. 15...46 Moro Pit.3... 140
Hodgdon..3...140 Morrill..21...110
Holden..11...121 Moscow.. 4... 103
Hollis..25... 14/16 Mt Chase..5...134
Hope..21... 84 Mt Desert. 12... 124
Houlton..3...141 Mt Vernon.. 17...95
Howland.. 6... 132 N Berwick..33...4
Hudson. .6...105 N Haven. .21...81
Indian TWP..3...139 N Whitefield..18...78
Industry..4...55 Naples.. 25... 45
Island Falls..3...140 Nashville Plt..2„.151
Isle Au Haut..12...123 New Canada. 1... 151
lslesboro..14...110 Ne w G loucester.. 22.. .44
Jackman..4..103 New Limerick..3...140
Jackson.. 14... 109 New Portland..4...55
Jay.8...57 New Sharon..4...56
Jefferson.. 20... 84 New Sweden.. 1... 148
Jonesboro. .7... 136 New Vineyard..4...55
Jonesport.7...136 Newburgh..9...113
Kenduskeag..6...114 Newcastle..20...78
Kennebunk..34...7 Newfield.. 25... 48
Kennebunkport..34...8 Newport..9...108
Kingfield..4...55 Newry..8.„49
Kingman TWP..3...133 No 14 PLT..7...139
Kingsbury Pit..5... 104 No 21 PLT..7...139
Kittery. .35... 1-3 Nobleboro..20...79
Knox..14...110 Norridgewock. .4. „102
LaGrange..6...132 North Yarmouth..27...40
Lake View Pit.5...105 Northfield..7.„139
Lakeville Pit..6...132 Norway..15.„50
Lamoine..12...124 Oakfield ..3... 140
Lebanon..35...5 Oakland.. 17. „96
Lee..6...132 Ogunquit..35...6
Leeds..16...59 Old Orchard..31...17
Levant..6...114 Old Town..6.„128/131
Lewiston.. 16/23...64-69 Orient..3„.139
Liberty..21...84 Orland.. 14. „122
Limerick..25...15 Crono„11„.129/130
Limestone..1...145 Orrington..11...121
Limestone AFB..1...128 Osborn.. 12... 128
Otis..12...128 
Otisfield..15...45 
Owls Head..21...81 
Oxbow Plt. .3 .151 
Oxford..15...50 
Palermo..21...84 
Palmyra.9... 108 
Paris.. 15...51 
Parkman..5...104 
Parsonsfield..25...48 
Passadumkeag..6„. 132 
Patten..5...134 
Peaks Island..30...24 
Pembroke..7...139 
Penobscot.. 14... 123 
Penob. Indian Res..6...131 
Perham..2...149 
Perkins Twp..24...74 
Perry.7...139
Peru..15...57 
Phillips..4..55 
Phippsburg..24...76 
Pittsfield..13...101 
Pittston.. 18...91
Pass. Pleas. Pt Ind. Res.7... 137 
Pleasant Ridge Pit.4 ..103 
Plymouth..9...108 
Poland.. 22... 60
Poland Spring..22...60 
Portage Lake..2... 151 
Porter..25...48
Portland 29/30...25-33/39 
Pownal..26...41
Prentiss Pit.3...133 
Presque Isle..2... 142/143 
Princeton..7...139 
Prospect. 14... 112 
Randolph..18...92/093 
Rangeley..8...49 
Rangeley Pit.8...49 
Raymond.27...45 
Readfield.. 18..95 
Reed Plt..31...39 
Richmond..24...72 
Ripley..9...1O4 
Robbinston..7...139 
Rockland..21...80/82 
Rockport.21...83 
Rockwood..4...103 
Rome..4...58 
Roque Bluffs..7...136 
Roxbury..8...52 
Rumford..8...52/53 
S Berwick .33...4 
S Paris.. 15...51 
S Portland..32...22-24 
Sabattus..16...72 
Saco..31... 17-19 
Sandy River Pit..8..49 
Sanford..33...9-11 
Sangerville..5...1O4 
Scarborough..31 ...19/20 
Searsmont..21.„110 
Searsport.. 14..112 
Sebago..25...46 
Sebec..5...l06 
Seboeis Pit.. 5... 134 
Sedgwick..12...123 
Shapleigh..25.„9 
Sherman. .3... 140 
Shirley..5...1O4 
Sidney.. 17...87 
Skowhegan.. 13...99/100 
Smithfield.. 4... 99 
Smyrna.3... 140 
Solon..4...103 
Somerville..20...84 
Sorrento.. 12.. 126 
South Bristol..20...77 
South port..20...77 
Southwest Hrbr..12...124 
Springfield..6...132 
St Agatha.. 1... 150 
St Albans..9... 107 
St Francis..2...151 
St George..21...81 
St John Pit.2...151
Starks. .4. ..102 
Stetson..9...114 
Steuben.7...125 
Stillwater..6... 128 
Stockholm ..1...148 
Stockton Sprgs.. 14... 112 
Stoneham.. 15...48 
Stonington..12...123 
Stow.. 15...48 
Strong.. 4... 55 
Sullivan..12...126 
Summit.6...132 
Sumner.. 15...52 
Surry.. 12...127 
Swans Island..12...124 
Swanville.. 14...110 
Sweden.. 15...46 
Talmadge..3...139 
Temple..8...54 
The Forks Pit.4...103 
Thomaston..21...80 
Thorndike.. 14... 109 
Topsfield. .3... 139 
Topsham..24...73 
Tremont..12...126 
Trenton.. 12... 124 
Troy..14...108 
Turner.. 16...59 
Union..20...84 
Unity.. 14... 109 
Unity Twp..13...109 
Upton..8...49 
Van Buren..1...148 
Vanceboro..3...139 
Vassal boro..19...87 
Veazie..ll...l29 
Verona. 14.. .122 
Vienna.17...58 
Vinalhaven..21...81 
Wade..2...149 
Waite.. 3... 139 
Waldo..14...110 
Waldoboro..20...79 
Wales.. 16...64 
Wailagrass Pit.. 1... 151 
Waltham..12...128 
Warren..20...80 
Washbum..2... 147 
Washington. .20.. .84 
Waterboro..25...15 
Waterford..15...49 
Waterville..17...96-98 
Wayne.. 18... 94 
Webster Pit..6... 133 
We Id..8...49 
Wellington..5...104 
Wells..35...4/6/7 
Wesley.. 7... 139 
West Bath..24...76 
West Forks Pit..4... 103 
Wést Gardiner.. 18.. .93 
West Paris..15...51 
Westbrook. .28...33-35 
Westfield..3...142 
Westmanland.. 2... 149 
Weston..3...139 
Westport.20...77 
Whitefield.. 18..78 
Whiting..7...137 
Whitneyville..7...136 
Willimantic..5...105 
Wilton..8...54 
Windham..27...35/37/38 
Windsor..20...87 
Winn..6...133 
Winslow.. 13... 85/86 
Winter Harbor . 12... 125 
Winterport.14...112 
Winterville Pit.2...151 
Winthrop.. 18..94/95 
Wiscasset..20...78 
Woodland..1...147 
Woodstock.. 15...52 
Woodville.5...134 
Woolwich.24...74 
Yarmouth.,26...38/40 
York..35...2/3
Stacyville..5...134 
Standish..25...47
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Column Headings
Name, Party, District are self-explanatory.
Incumbency = Number of two-year terms 
served. In the Senate,this often refers to 
Senate and House terms. Also in the Senate, 
if it refers to House terms only, an H is added. 
This is a House member trying for a Senate 
seat. An empty column indicates no prior 
service. F indicates service in the not-so- 
recent past.
Endorsements = Endorsement or support 
status with Maine NOW-PAC and with 
Dirigo Alliance. There are several status 
possibilities. They are:
E = Endorsed by MNP as of early 
August.
S = Supported by MNP.
Z = Opponent is endorsed by MNP. 
Some, in another situation, might 
have been endorsed or supported. 
Some are unknown to us.
X = NOT endorsable by MNP. Some, in 
another situation, might have been 
supported, but not endorsed.
D = Dirigo Alliance endorsements as 
of July.
SYMBOLS
+ = Agreement with MNP’s position on issue(s). 
- = Opposition to MNP’s position.
E = Equivocal. It is not possible to condense the 
candidate’s position to a plus or minus. In 
some cases the position is clear, but not 
condensable. In other cases the candidate is 
unclear or undecided.
M = Mixed. Candidate has a mixed or contradictory 
record. Vote is less predictable.
A = Absent. Incumbent was absent or excused 
during a recent vote on this issue.
S = State ERA Candidate’s position on the FEDERAL 
ERA is unknown, but this candidate once 
voted for the STATE ERA.
DOUBLE SYMBOLS
Two sources or related issues. There can be 
more than one symbol in a candidate’s issue 
column, such as +- or A+. The first symbol 
is the most reliable source or the most recent 
vote/source. The second symbol is either 
a secondary source on the same issue OR the 
candidate’s position on a related issue or 
issues. Lack of symbol either side of / 
indicates no knowledge of position on that 
issue. (Single symbol on double issues is 
candidates position on both.)
COLUMN HEADINGS - ISSUES
ERA - Equal Rights Amendment. Candidate 
supports the FEDERAL ERA to the U.S. 
Constitution. If the candidate’s position on 
the FEDERAL ERA is not known, “S” indicates 
a vote for the STATE ERA.
L/G Rights - Candidates did/will vote to include 
“sexual orientation” in the Maine Human 
Rights Act. Once passed, this will make it 
illegal to discriminate against lesbians and 
gay men in the areas of housing, 
employment, credit, and public 
accommodation. (LD430)
S Africa - The 113th Legislature( 1987-88) voted 
to divest state funds from S. African accounts 
in protest of apartheid. In the 115th, an 
attempt to repeal was made. NOW’s position 
is to continue the sanctions. (LD 2215)
Choice/$ - Info on candidates indicates some 
pro-choice leaning, and/or, indicates a 
“yes” response to “whether to have an 
abortion should be a personal decision left 
to the individual.” It does not necessarily 
indicate pro-choice as feminists generally 
define the term. A single symbol indicates 
candidates also support expanded Medicaid 
coverage for abortion. Double symbol 
indicates position on choice first, funding 
second.
P.C./P.N. - Candidate opposes mandatory 
parental consent laws, and most also oppose 
mandatory parental notification laws. Some 
may support Maine’s innovative 
“compromise” law requiring counseling 
by a responsible adult.
FreeCh.Act - Usually, this means candidates would 
vote for a state law to codify Roe v. Wade. 
However, the question put to candidates 
included the actual wording of the original 
Freedom of Choice Act, which some 
candidates mistook for anti-choice 
language. (The current FEDERAL version 
has additional anti-choice loopholes. See 
page two.) When possible, answers were 
cross-checked with other sources.
AFDC-CH - Candidates support the current system 
of allocating benefits “per child”, whether 
or not the child was bom while the family 
was already receiving AFDC. That is, just 
because a family receiving AFDC chooses to 
have a child, the child’s benefits would not 
be denied.
AFDC-S - Candidates support increasing AFDC 
benefits, and, indexing them to the rate of 
inflation. If double symbol, first is for one­
time increase, and second is for indexing.
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ChildCare - Candidates support increased funding 
for childcare workers.
Alcohol - SENATE VOTE ONLY - Incumbents 
voted to oppose mandatory posting of 
warnings about drinking, including a 
warning to women about drinking while 
pregnant. (LD 625) For an interesting article 
on this, contact JoAnne.
MHRC-Preg - HOUSE VOTE ONLY - In the 115th, 
a bill to expand the circumstances under 
which the Maine Human Rights Commission 
could cover disability due to pregnancy was 
heard. Incumbents voted on whether to 
exempt those with less than 15 employees. 
NOW supported the bill without the 
exemption. (LD 680)
Insurance - Candidates support “community 
rating” in insurance. That is, requiring the 
same rate for all members of a group, 
regardless of age, sex, health status, or 
occupation. (LD 701)
AIDSS - Candidates would increase funding for 
AIDS-related services.
SexEduc. - Candidates support sex education in 
public schools and in Family Planning 
clinics. Double symbol is schools first, clinics 
second.
RapeEduc - Candidates support mandatory rape 
awareness education in secondary schools. 
Some candidates listed as opposed, objected 
to the idea of making it mandatory, but 
support the idea of rape education.
ConCon - Stands for Constitutional Convention, as 
in the one that ratified our U.S. Constitution. 
Candidates oppose calling a second one. 
The most popular(therefore, most 
dangerous) ones claim to be limited to 
balance the budget, or limit Congressional 
terms. There is no reason to think a ConCon 
would be limited in scope. The U.S. 
Constitution could be re-written.------
Many issues of importance to feminists 
were voted on in the 115th, but for which 
there was no roll call vote (or the roll call 
was on a side issue). I especially regret 
not finding any representative votes on 
direct environmental concerns.
Occassionally, a district lists a party but 
the candidate name is missing (i.e. H80). 
This is because the original candidate 
withdrew, but as of MNT deadline we did 
not know whether replacements were 
found.
<____________________________________________ /
Budget - Candidates are willing to put on the 
appropriations table, for discussion, tax 
credits and exemptions.
ChildLabor - IN THE SENATE and HOUSE, 
incumbents voted to increase penalties for 
child labor law violations.(LD 905)
- IN THE HOUSE, ALL those with 
“minus” symbols ALSO VOTED WRONG on 
LD 923 to allow unemployment benefits 
during lockouts, AND LD 875 to prevent the 
permanent replacement of striking 
workers. Double symbols are ChildLabor 
first, and the other two bills second. NOW 
supported all 3 bills.
HealthCare - In the 115th, incumbents voted for 
LD 1727, proposing a feasability study on 
statewide health insurance, AND voted for 
LD 2333 an advisory referendum on 
establishing a national health insurance 
program. If a double symbol, the first is on 
state insurance, second on national.
EnergyAssist - In the 115th, incumbents voted 
for low-income home energy assistance.(LD 
1924)
LngTrmCare - In the 115th, incumbents voted 
for a proposal to enhance medical and social 
services to Maine’s long-term care 
consumers.(LD 403)
PayEquity - Candidates support equal pay for 
jobs of comparable worth.
Lockouts - IN THE SENATE ONLY, the vote on LD 
923, to allow unemployment benefits during 
lockouts, is listed separately in the last 
column. See also “ChildLabor-IN THE 
HOUSE”, listed above.
DomV.$ - HOUSE VOTE ONLY In the 115th, 
incumbents voted to increase funding for 
domestic violence programs by increasing 
the marriage license fee.(LD 330)
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Candidates 
foi^enate
01 D Judy Paradis 
01 R Raynold Theriault 
02 D J Gregory Freeman 
02 R R Leo Kieffer 
03 D Harold B Dickinson 
03 R Margaret Ludwig 
04 D Diana White 
04 R Charles Webster 
04 U Jeff Barnum 
05 D Charles P Pray 
05 R Stephen E Hall 
06 D Michael D Pearson 
07 D Harry LVose 
07 R Vinton E Cassidy 
07 U Arthur Dolan 
08 D M Ida Luther 
08 R Carl Howe Hansen 
09 D Alton E Cianchette 
09 R Gary Merrill 
09 U Leonard Robinson
10 D John E Baldacci
10 R N Lawrence Willey
11 D John J O’Dea
11 R Richard C Trott Jr
12 D John Dedam
12 R Ruth Foster
13 D Ralph W Conant
13 R Harold D Marden
14 D John M Hyk
14 R Robert R Gould
15 D James F Wilfong
15 R Dana C Hanley________
16 D Georgette Berube
16 R Peter J Angell
17 D Richard J Carey
18 D Dale McCormick
18 R Paul Rheaume
19 D Beverly Miner Bustin
19 R Sylvia V Lund
20 D Trina D Wallace 
20 R Charles M Begley
20 U David Kaier
21 D Rochelle M Pingree
21 R John S McCormick
22 D John J Cleveland
22 R Richard G Kendall
23 D James R Handy
23 R David E Bouthilette
24 D Robert C Cummings
24 R Pamela L Cahill
25 D Bonnie Titcomb
25 R Gary W Moore
26 D Nancy Randall Clark
26 R Philip E Harriman
27 D Merle Nelson
27 R Jeffrey H Butland
27 U Mark Green
28 D Donald E Esty Jr 
28 R Allerton H Hawkes
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Candidates 
for House
301 D Kurt W Adams
301 R Kenneth F Lemont
301 U Kenneth S Snow Jr
302 R David N Ott
303 D Raymond S Faulkner Jr
303 R John P Marshall_____
004 D Mark H Glaze
004 R Wesley Famum 
005 R Eleanor M Murphy 
006 R Joseph G Carleton 
007 D Gary B Archibald 
007 R Jack L Libby
007 U Joseph R Motta______
008 D Jason Wentworth 
008 L Carleton H Mabee 
008 R Robert W Ullenbruch 
008 U Robert L St Onge 
009 D Donald H Gean 
009 R Roland B Prevoir 
009 U James H Bryant
010 D Mona Walker Hale 
010 R Robert N Bailey 
011 D Gary L Dion 
011 R Robert B Carr Sr 
012 D Edward L Caron Jr 
012 R Normand E Roy_____
013 D Lucien A Dutremble 
014 D Charles C Plourde 
014 R I Benjamin Severance 
015 D John C Monteith 
015 R Willis A Lord
016 D Merton C Waterman 
016 R James D Libby 
017 D George J Kerr 
018 D Guy R Nadeau 
018 R Kerry C Flannery 
019 D Mark Anthony 
019 R Peggy A Pendleton 
020 R Joan M Pendexter 
021 D Stephen M Simonds 
021 R Jean Ginn Marvin
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Candidates 
for Senate
29 D Joseph C Brannigan
30 D Gerard P Conley Jr
31 D Peter W Danton
31 R Charles E Summers
32 D Ralph D Howard
32 R Jane A Amero
33 D Franklin J Richards
33 R David L Carpenter
34 D Dennis L Dutremble
34 R Paul D Binnette
35 D Mark W Lawrence
35 R Catherine R Goodwin
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022 D Santo S Di Pietro 2 X — 4 4 -/ — — A 4 4 4 4 —
022 R Peter M Larsen 0 z
022 U Lois G Reckitt 0 ED + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
023 D Peter A Cloutier F X — —
023 R Judy M Carpenter 0
024 D Birger T Johnson 0 ED + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4A
4
025 D Anne M Rand 3 E + + A 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
026 D James V Oliver 3 E + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 — 4 4 4
026 R Robinson Verrill Jr 0 Z
027 D Herbert C Adams 2 ED + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
028 D Fred L Richardson 1 E + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
028 R Richard S Harris Jr 0 Z
029 D Peter J Manning
029 R
7 X S + 4 -/ 4 A 4 4 4 4 4
030 D G Steven Rowe 0 E 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 E 4 E E 4
030 R Eric R Day 0 Z
031 D Elizabeth Townsend 0 ED + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
031 R Morton G Soule 0 Z + + 4 4 4 4 — 4 E 4 4 — 4 4 4 4
032 D Annette M Hoglund 4 E + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
032 R Jeffrey Philip Lowell 0 Z
033 D William B O’Gara 4 X + + 4 -/ — 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
033 R Frank S Cushing 0 E + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
034 D William Lemke 1 ZD + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
034 R Robert H Smith 0 E + 4- 4 4 4 4 4— 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 E
035 D Eiden McKeen 2 ED + 4 A 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
035 R Gerald A Hillock F X E — — +E — E — E
036 D Anne M Larrivee 2 E + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 —
037 D Carol A Kontos 1 ED + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4A 4 4 4 —
037 R Barbara E Strout F X — A -/ — —
038 D Deborah Shaw Rice 0 ED + 4 4 4 4 4 4E E 4 4 4 4 4 4
038 R Joseph B Taylor 0 Z
039 D Mary P Nelson 0
039 R Gary W Reed 3 X — — — — — — — — —
040 R Judith C Foss 4 X — — — — — — — — —
041 D James Mitchell 6 ED + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 A4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
041 R Robert R Hartnett 0 Z
042 D Charlene B Rydell 4 E + 4 A4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4A 4 4 4 4
042 R Sharon R Hampton 0 X 4 —
042 U Daniel T Dowling 0 X + — — — — 4 — — — — — 4 — —
043 D Sophia Douglas Ptei tier 1 ED + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4E 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
043 R Thomas E Jacobs 0 Z
044 D Donnell P Carroll 5 E + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 —
044 R Neal G Peaco 0 Z
045 D Gregory B Brown 0
045 R Joseph Bruno 0 X — — 4 — 4 4 — — 4 — 4 — + 4 4 E 4
046 D Joseph C Frank 0
046 R Leslie Kutasi Jr 1 X — — — A 4— A- — — —
047 D Bruce V Avery 0
047 R Ernest C Greenlaw
048 R Harry G True
5 X
049 D Rockie Graham 0 ED + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 E 4 4
049 R Alvin L Barth 1 X + — — 4 4 4 — E4 E — —4 E — 4 — — — — — — — 4 —
050 R Richard A Bennett 1 X + 4 4 E— — 4 E — 4 — — 4 4 4 — — — 4 — — — 4 —
050 U John W Perkins 0
É051 D Mary Ryan Adams 0 s + 4 +E 4 4 E — 4 4 4E 4 4 E E
051 R Brenda Birney Quint 0 z
052 D Sonja L Hodgkins 0 z
052 R Robert A Cameron 0 s + 4 4E 4 4 E 4 4 E 4 — 4 4 4 4
053 D Phyllis R Erwin 6 X S — 4 M/ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
053 R Edward R White 0
053 U J Eugene Boivin 0
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District Party Name
054 D Conrad Heeschen 2 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
054 R Kent C Wiles 0 Z
055 D Basil L Powers 1 E + + + + + + — — + + + + + + + + + A+ + + + +
055 R Edward L Dexter F X S — — — — — +
056 D Frank W Landford III 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
056 R Ronald C Bailey 3 X — — -/ — — + — +— +— A — —
057 D Edward L Pineau 2 X + + A — — + + + + + + + — + + A — + +
057 R James L Pulsifer 0
058 D Richard H C Tracy 3 s + ' + + +E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
058 R Peter M Damborg 0 X + — /+ + + + + +
059 D Charles L Woodward 0 E + + + + + + +— + + — + + + + +
059 R Roy 1 Nickerson F X — — — —
060 D Raymond R Levesque 0 + + + + + — — — + + + + — + +
060 R Rosalie H Aikman 2 X — — — — — — — — — + + E + — — — — + —
061 D John M Michael 5 X + + + + + + + — — /+ + +
061 R David M Ladderbush 0 X + E E — — — E E E E + + + E +
062 D Constance D Cote 5 X + — + + + + + + + + + + + M + + + — + 4
062 R Everett A Trask 0
063 D Susan E Dore 3 E + + + + + + + E + + A+ + + + + + + + + M + +
063 R Boots E A Poloquin 0 Z
064 D Vivian St. Onge 1 + + + + + + + + + +
064 R Steven L Ridlon 0
+A065 D John A Aliberti 4 X — — + + + A — +
065 R Stavros J Mendros 0
066 D Albert P Gamache 0
067 D George F Ricker 1 X — + + + + + + + + +
067 U Douglas A Lane 0
068 D Joline Landry Beam 0 X + + — — — — + + + + + + + + +
068 R Joan R Snyder 0
069 D Roger M Pouliot 6 X + + + — — — + + + + + + + + + + + +
070 D Michael J Fitzpatrick 0 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
070 L Victoria Linne 0 X + +— +— + + — — — — — +— + +— — —
070 R John P Madden 0
071 D John Jalbert 4 X — + -/ — + + + + A+ A — —
071 R Keith L Smith 0
072 R Albert Gilman Stevens 4 X + — — — — + + + — + + + M +— — — — + -
073 D Lorraine N Chonko 10 X + + + ME M +/ + + + + +/ + + E + + + + + —
073 R Daniel Billings 0 X + — +— + + — — — — — + — + — —
074 D Maria Glen Holt 3 E + + + + + + + + + + +— + + + + + + + + + + +
074 R Patricia K Hennin 0 Z
075 D Alfred Tim Harvey 0
075 R Mary E Small 7 s + — + + + — — — +— A- — — —
076 D James Reed Coles 4 E + + + + + + + + + + A + + + + + + A+ + + — +
076 R George W Barnes 0 Z
077 D Susan M Papineau 0 ED + + + + + + +/ + + + + + + E +
077 R Charles H Heino 1 X + —+ + + E + + — + + + — — +— +— + — + —
078 D Marjorie L Kilkelly 3 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + — — + +
078 R Bruce Mathews 0 Z
079 D Joyce G Dupuis 0
079 R Robert W Spear 1 X + —+ — +— + — + — + — +— — + +— +— — — + —
080 D
080 R Richard N Simoneau 0
081 D James G Skoglund 2 s E + + + + + + + + + + + E + + + + + +
081 R Donald W Kingsbury 0
081 U Vernon L Thompson 0
082 D Rita B Melendy 5 s + + M/ + + + + + + + + +
082 R Clayton L Fowlie Jr 0
083 D Earl K Kelley F X s — —
083 R Lawrence F Nash 1 X — — — — — +— — — +
084 D James S Bowers 0 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
084 R Anthony C Taylor 0 z + + + E + + E+ E E + + E + + +
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District Party Name
085 D Gail M Chase 0 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
085 R Michael S Heath 0
086 D Marc J Vigue 1 X — + + + + A+ + — +
086 R Stephen Carroll 0
087 D Elizabeth H Mitchell 6 E + + + + + + + + + + + + —
087 R James E Shores 0 Z
088 D Beverly C Daggett 3 E + + + + + + + +E + + + + + + E + + + + + + —
088 R Farnham Folsom 0 Z
089 D Patrick E Paradis
089 R
7 X + + + — — — + + + + + +— + + + A + + +
090 D Thomas F Doore 0 z + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
090 R Sumner H Lipman 1 E + + + + + + + E— + — — + + + E+ +— —
091 D Susan Farnsworth 2 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + E +
091 R Ronald G Webb 0 Z
092 D Sharon Anglin Treat 1 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
092 R John C Bott F X + —E + +E + + + E + E + + + — E +E
093 D Peter K Hanley 0 X E — — — — + + + + + — — E + +
093 R John F Marsh 2 X + — — — — + E E + + + E — — E + +— +— + — + —
094 D Kenneth G Stratton 0
094 R Wendy L Ault 2 X — — + + — — +— — — —
094 U Gaetan Lamontagne 0 E + + + + + + +— — + + + + E + +
095 D Oral D Tibbetts Jr 0 X + + — — + + + + E + — + + + +
095 R Omar P Norton 3 E + + — + E + + + + + — + + + + + +— +— — + + +
096 R Thomas E Poulin 1 X — + + + + + + — +
097 D Paul F Jacques 7 X + — + — — + + + + + +— + + + + + + —
098 D Ruth Joseph
098 R
5 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
099 D Dan A Gwadowski 7 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
099 R Michael Taylor 0 Z
100 D Pamela H Hatch 0 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
100 R Maitland E Richardson
101 D
0 Z
101 R Sumner A Jones Jr 0 X + E +— + + + —+ — — — — — + + +
102 D Andrew Ketterer 1 X — A + + + + + A — +
102 R Kenneth A Curtis 0
103 D Dorothy A Rotondi 5 X + — A+ — — + + + + + + + + + +A + + + —
103 R Brenda F Stinchfield 0 z
103 U Peter Pfeiffer 0 E + + + + + + + + E + + + E + +
104 D Richard A Gould 3 X — + -/ — + + A + + — + —
104 R Peter B Harvey 0
105 D Robert E Hussey 3 X + — + — — + + + — — + + + + + — + —
105 R Carol Kealiher Stirling 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
106 D LouisAGolob 0 E + + + + + + + + E + +
106 R Ruel P Cross 0 Z
107 R William F Reed 1 X — — — — — + — — + + — + + + + + — +— A — + +
108 D Robert J Tardy 4 X — + + — +M + + — —
109 D Arthur H Clement 0 X + + — — + + + + + + + + — + +
109 R Stanley E Knox 0
110 D Jason P Burleigh 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
110 R Walter E Whitcomb 4 X — — — — — — — — —
111 D Jennifer Hill 0 ED + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
111 R David Lindahl 0 Z
112 D Frank J Utting 0 X + + —E — + E E+ E + + +— + + + +
112 R Robert L Tufts 0 X + — + + + + + + + + + + E + +
113 D Pamela F Chase 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
113 R Debra D Plowman 0 Z
113 U Douglas E Fogg 0 z
114 D Francis B Duffy Jr 0
114 R Donald A Strout 10 X + — + —+ — + + + A + E +M + — + + —
115 D Julie Winn 0 E + + + +. + + + + + + + + + + +
115 R G Clifton Eames 0 Z
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116 D JaneWSaxI 0 E + + + + + + +/ + + + + + + + +
116 R Thomas R Bailey
117 D
0 Z
117 R John W Ballou 0
118 D Sean F Faircloth 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
118 R Joseph A Garland 3 X — — +/ + — — — — — — — —
119 R Hugh A Morrison 1 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + A — + +
120 D Richard P Ruhlin 4 X + —+ A+ — — + + + + + A+ + + + + + + + + — + —
120 R Ronald F Harriman 0
121 D Joan M Roberts 0
121 R Richard H Campbell 0 + + + — —+ E — + +
122 D E Michael Swazey 4 X E —+ + M— E + — — + + +— E E+ + + + + E +
122 R Donald E Pierce Jr 0
123 D Glenith C Gray 1 ED + + + + + + E + + + + + + E + + + + + +
123 R Sherman H Hutchins F X — -/ — A
124 D William C Reiff 0
124 R Stephen M Zirnkilton F X S — + E + — +
125 D Virginia Constantine 2 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
125 R Matthew R Horton 0 Z
126 D Wayne G Grant 0
126 R Frank H Farren Jr 3 X — — — — — +— — — —
127 D Ellen W Walker 0
127 R Deale B Salisbury 1 + — — — — +— — — —
128 D Ralph I Coffman 0
128 R Kirk C Ramsay 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
129 D Mary R Cathcart 2 ED + + A + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
129 R Philip D Robertson Jr 0 Z
130 D Kathleen Stevens 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + E + +
130 R Raymond J Cota Jr 0
131 D David J Cashman 0
131 R Thomas J Snyder Jr 0 + + -/ — E + + + + + + + E + +
132 D Clyde A Hichborn 7 X + — + E — + + + + + — + + + + + —
132 R Paul B Shedd 0
133 D Robert S Neal Jr 0 X + E — — — + E+ E + E +— — E E +
133 R Calvin A Thompson 0
133 U Robert Cullen Stuart 0 s + + + + + — + + + + /+ + — + +
134 D Michael H Michaud
134 R
6 X s — + — — + + + + + + — +
135 D Herbert E Clark 6 X + — + — — + — + + + + — —
135 R Gene A Thompson 0
136 D John S Gilmore Jr 0 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
136 R Theone F Look 3 X — — + — — — +— — — —
136 U Robert L Mallar 0 z + E + + E + + + + + + + + + +
137 D George A Townsend 2 E + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + —
137 R Arthur J Martin 0 Z
138 D Joseph D Driscoll 0
138 R Kenneth A Dodge 0
139 D Albion D Goodwin 0 X + E +E + + E + + + + + E + E +
139 R Harry W Bailey 1 X — — — — +— — — — —
139 U Lonny R Cilley 0 s + + + + + — + + + + + + E + +
140 D Ernest L Elder 0
140 R Henry L Joy 0
141 D Catherine B Bell 0 X + — — — E — —+ + — E + — E E +
141 R Dean F Clukey 0
142 D James M Dunleavy 0
142 R Mary H MacBride 7 X s — — — — — — — — — —
143 D Dale H Martin 0 X + + — — + + E + — + + + + — +
143 R James Donnelly 1 X — + — — +— +— — — —
144 D B Carolyne Mahany 3 E + + + + E + + •r + + + + + + + + + + + +
144 R Richard Kneeland 0 Z
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145 D
145 R Paul R Young 0
146 D Wilfred J Bell 2 X E — + — — + + + + + + + —
146 R Julie-Marie Robichaud 0
147 D David B Gardner 0 X + + — — +E + — + + + + + + E —
147 R Malachi Anderson 3 X + — — ME — — — — +— A- — — —
148 D Hilda C Martin 6 X A _ + -/ — + + + + +— A + —
148 R Bernard R Cyr 0 X + + — — E E —+ — + E
149 D Douglas Aheame 0
150 D Elizabeth Pinette 0
150 R Robert Chamberland 0
151 D John L Martin 14 X + — + — — + + + + + E + + + + A + A
151 R Shirlee Connors— 0
Carlson
The Last Word
As is our custom at MNP, we wish bright 
futures and new adventures for our friends who 
have left the legislature in persuit of other dreams. 
It seems many good folks have moved on this time, 
and as usual there’s not enough space to do them 
justice here.
However, we must say one very special bon 
voyage to the woman who popularized putting 
the words “NOW member” and “State legislator” 
together, Brunswick Rep. and former Maine 
NOW State Coordinator Marge Clark. She was 
not the first NOW member to serve in the 
Legislature, but she ran for the legislature as a 
feminist, a NOW activist. She caught us up in her 
enthusiasm, and we loved it! Marge served three 
terms. She worked tirelessly for NOW and for 
many progressive groups and causes, in and 
outside the legislature. Marge is now working and 
living in Washington D.C. with her husband, Ken.
Some other great movers and shakers are 
also moving on. We’ll surely miss Pat Stevens of 
Bangor, who gave us 10 years of progressive 
action. And, her daughter, Kathleen, is the likely 
winner in Hs 130. Now that’s whatl call a great 
going away present! Happy “lawyering”, Pat!
So long and all the best to:
NOW member Tracy Goodridge, Cushman 
Anthony, Harriet Ketover, and Joe Mayo. Good 
luck to House members trying tomove over to the 
Senate, Judy Paradis and Mark Lawrence.
Senate so longs to Jeff Mills, Steve Bost, Judy 
Kany, Paul Gauvreau, and Stephen Estes.
Thank you all!
Keeping Choice Safe
Sarah Weddington, the lawyer who argued Roe 
v.Wade, will speak in a fundraiser for S.A.F.E., Safe 
Abortions For Everyone, and the Maine Coaltion for 
Choice, sometime in mid-October. For further info: 
Leann Diehl 547—3919
Interested in Feminist Civil Disobedience 
Training in the Fall in Brewer? info: Jo 989-3306
Special Thanks
NOW/MNP’s Sustainer Program provides 
a solid base of financial support for all our 
programs. Many of our sustainers also volunteer 
their time and considerable talents to feminist 
causes. For giving so much in so many ways, a 
VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Deb StahlerKarenHeck
Don Stratton 
Christine Torraca 
Rep. Marge Clark 
Beth Edmonds
Patricia Bredenberg 
Emily Trask-Eaton 
Ann Winterhalder 
Rep. Hugh Morrison
And, anonymous.
NOW & MNP survive on many small 
donations, most in the $5 to $25 range. Each 
one means a lot to the activists. Sometimes, 
someone who is able to give more, gives a large 
donation—the kind that knocks your socks off! 
VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Diana Chace
Dr. Greg Luck
16
CFG HELP WANTED
People needed lo slalf the Maine NOW table al the 
Common (»round Fair on September 25, 26, and 
27. Two per three hour shill. Distribute literature, 
sell buttons & bumper stickers, gel signatures. Go­
ing lo the fair, sign up for lhe shill. It’s FUN! Call 
Vai Howard 877-7627 preferably before September 
16.
• LAYOWDESIGNHELPWANTED
With Nora’s departure, we need a layout and 
design person, preferably with a Macintosh 
(Pagemaker software). The MNT is published 
quarterlyflf you have these skills and would like to 
know more about ourprocess and the time com*  
mitmentcall me, Chris Rusnov 873-0878. WE 
NEED YOUR HELP”! •
MNT Credits
Thanks again to JoAnne Dauphinee and Harry Gordon 
and also to Valerie Mitchell for her help typing this issue. 
We encourage all of our readers to contribute to vour 
newsletter with articles, letters-to-editor, poems, car­
toons, notices, etc.
Send to: MNT Editor, Chris Rusnov, 11 Bolduc St., 
Winslow, ME 04901, 873-0878. Deadline for winter 
newsletter: Saturday, November 14,1992.
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 
FOR WOMEN
Maine’s Leading Feminist Grassroots Organization
Phone Number: 797-8508
Maine State Coordinator, Cynthia Phinney, 778-9506 
Assistant Coordinator, Merrie Allen, 874-2899 
Recorder, Donna Dolham, 784-5524 
Treasurer, Kathryn Dunn, 626-3554
GREATER BANGOR N.O.W
P.O. Box 2672, Bangor, Maine 04401 
JoAnne Dauphinee, Coordinator, 989-3306 
Meets first Monday of each month
BRUNSWICK AREA N.O.W.
P.O. Box 133, Brunswick, Maine 04011 
Leslie Livingston, Coordinator, 737-2661 
Meets first Wednesday of every month 
GREATER FARMINGTON N.O.W. 
P.O. Box 375, Farmington, ME 04938 
Peggy Stubbs, Coordinator, 778-5609 
KENNEBEC VALLEY N.O.W.
P.O. Box 503, Augusta, Maine 04332 
Ruth Gabey, Coordinator, 582-1004 
Meets second Wednesday of every month in Augusta 
GREATER PORTLAND N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012, Portland, Maine 04101
Co-coordinators: Jennifer Halm-Perazone, 871-0618 
and Kathryn Baptista, 879-0877 
Meets fourth Tuesday of each month
r “i
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
COUNT ME IN! I wish to join NOW and commit myself to take action to bring 
women into full participation in the mainstream of American society now, exercising 
all privileges and responsibilities thereof in truly equal partnership with men.
NAME______________________________________________________  PHONE (_____ ) -------------------------------------
ADDRESS________________________ __________________________________________________________ ______
CITY_____________________________________________  STATE
National, State and Local Dues:
$35. Regular Dues
$15-34. Reduced Dues Amount Enclosed $__ _________
$_____additional contribution enclosed
$_____Maine NOW/PAC contribution: JoAnne Dauphinee, Maine NOW/FAC, 87 Sunset Strip, Brewer, ME 04412
Send to: Maine NOW, P.O. Box 4012 Portland, ME 04101 J 17
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Mark your calendars...
Maine NOW State Conference 
Sunday, November 8, 1992 
Portland
State Officer elections 
Brunch
Issues updates/actions
Check your mail in October for 
a postcard with all the details. 
Call Maine NOW if you wish to 
help organize or for info 797-8508.
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